FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Safe-T-Chef® Offers Added Clarity with Anti-Fog Feature

Vented Safe-T-Chef Line Now Includes Anti-Fog for Better Visibility

SHELTON, Conn. – November 7, 2023 – Inline Plastics uses the highest clarity materials in every package to make sure the packaged foods take center stage. When Safe-T-Chef® was launched last year, it was the first tamper evident, tamper resistant, all-clear polypropylene product line, offering consumers a 360° view of the contents. Today, Inline is excited to announce anti-fog is now included on all vented Safe-T-Chef SKUs.

When food is packed hot and sits under lamps or in hot displays, venting alone is often not enough to release built up moisture from inside the package. This excess steam may create a layer of fog obscuring the view of the food. The latest addition to Inline’s vented Safe-T-Chef packaging removes the possibility of fog, pronouncing the colors and tastes of the gourmet choices packaged within.

“Our customers repeatedly emphasize the importance of visibility, especially when displaying hot foods,” explained Tom Orkisz, Chairman and CEO of Inline Plastics. “This is particularly relevant for an all-clear application like Safe-T-Chef that has clear lids as well as bases. By eliminating the unsightly fog, consumers can easily assess the freshness and condition of the food. Simply put, the contents inside are more appetizing and appealing when not hidden behind a foggy container.”

The new anti-fog solutions offer the following benefits:

- Improved visibility: Quickly see the freshness and condition of the food.
- Increased sales: Foods are more appealing and appetizing.
- Reduced food waste: When food is not visible, it is more likely to be wasted.
- Easier recycling: All-clear containers are easier to sort and recycle.

This latest addition to the Safe-T-Chef family continues Inline’s ongoing commitment to providing innovative solutions that meet the food packaging needs of customers and consumers throughout the marketplace.

To learn more about Safe-T-Chef®, visit InlinePlastics.com/hot
About Inline Plastics

Inline Plastics is the leading manufacturer of innovative, high quality, crystal clear, food packaging containers. The company transformed the marketplace with their Safe-T-Fresh® line, a tamper-resistant and tamper-evident product which utilizes their patented tear-strip technology, providing retailers and consumers with greater product protection. They continue to design and manufacture packaging solutions that keep food products safe, fresh, and enhance shelf merchandising. The company also offers the most complete line of automated equipment to close, lock and label their containers. Headquartered in Shelton, CT, Inline Plastics celebrates its 50th Anniversary in 2018. For more information on their vast line of award-winning products, visit inlineplastics.com.
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